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Sociology of Race and Ethnicity 

This series provides a venue for international, pioneering scholarship that moves 
our understanding of race, racism, ethnicity, and ethnic oppression forward. The 
series features books that engage in contemporary social issues in a meaningful way, 
advocating intervention and action in social justice and social transformation.

While theoretically and empirically grounded in sociology, books in this series 
intersect a wide array of social sciences (geography, history, political science, 
anthropology, philosophy). Aimed at both academics and practitioners through 
thought-provoking and teachable manuscripts, we are particularly interested in 
“engaged scholarship.” We also encourage theoretical perspectives (and methods and 
methodologies) that have historically been marginalized but that are intellectually 
engaged, rigorous, and critical. Such perspectives include, but are not limited to,  
Du Boisian analysis, critical race theory, Afrocentrist/-futurist, and Latinx critical 
theory, as well as critical raced-gendered and other intersectional epistemologies.

We seek book proposals that accomplish the dual goals of speaking to the public square 
and pushing the intellectual conversation forward.

To inquire about publishing in the series, please contact:

Mick Gusinde-Duffy   |   mickgd@uga.edu
Executive Editor for Scholarly and Digital Publishing 
University of Georgia Press

The Bricks before Brown
The Chinese American, Native American,  
and Mexican Americans’ Struggle for  
Educational Equality

marisela martinez-cola
paperback $26.95s  |  9780820362038
hardback $114.95x  |  9780820362021
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Bodies out of Place
Theorizing Anti-blackness in U.S. Society

barbara harris combs
paperback $32.95  |  9780820362359
hardback $114.95  |  9780820362366

Islamophobia in France
The Construction of the “Muslim Problem”

abdellali hajjat and  
marwan mohammed
paperback $34.95  |  9780820363257
hardback $114.95  |  9780820363240

Liberal White Supremacy
How Progressives Silence Racial and  
Class Oppression

angie beeman
paperback $28.95  |  9780820362281
hardback $114.95  |  9780820362274
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